This is an addendum to the blog I just posted. It may prove to be nothing since this internet activity is being monitored and scrutinized. As a guide for the official's task, I am trying to stop these blogs. CASE AND POINT.

I am posting these blogs at a public library after I posted the previous blog, it was printed out before the Friend held a meeting to hold a matter of record. Since the person who typed the blog typed it at one of the places used. I have been looking for ways to keep the victim alive and steal evidence and to discredit the victim and seemingly legitimate police reports. The police are involved but need a legitimate reason to approach the victim. So after this person posts the previous blog, they want to print it for their friend to hold onto as a matter of record. Now their this person typed and sent this print job to the circulation desk while a guest printing is printed out and paid for, parts of the blog were kept by their server and probably in hopes of saying hey the printer malfunctioned but after we reset the printer the rest of the blog came out. We noticed our institution being named, we put it together who's it was because the patron requested it when it didn't come out and then they then seem to have a reason to ask this patron to not come back this is why they staged the incident. They the victim is in an audio that happened on the 8th. See the victim is using public library's to send blog's of fact's and what this person has heard about this criminal act of torture this person also knows that she is writing out the timeline of torture thru a free email account where in which when it is done she plans on bringing it to the public's attention thru a campaign. The ACLU has been approached by the victim 6 days later in the same city. The government staged a event at the ARML Library where they were trying to stop her threatening the victim has been aware that they are afraid of this coming to the public's attention so they are saying it's along her daily routine for food and laundry, by what she live's and at bus stop's and bus route's if they try and use this as a reason to ban the person so we won't be able to continue these blogs they will lose this argument since it's a public library and the person just printed out what she saw on a post as far as she is concerned again everything that happened at the Ann Arbor Library on the 7th was predicted to the tape on a notarization before it happened and she got it on tape showing the collective effort of the perpetrator's library's security staff labrary staff literally working together to bring about change from this library and a possible petition of the victim thru the staged event's due to the collective effort lying which all of it ids on tape and written to the tape on a notarization 10 day's before the victim know's their method's their fearing and thinking and utilized them to catch them and she played no role in it as the tapes show we shall see by Monday if this will be the case and excuse here.

If they chose to be cautious I will still post the blog of what happened on the 8th tomorrow. A woman was tortured in Dearborn. They harass her in Wayne MI/West Dearborn and Ann Arbor. MI remember this date. Thank you.

A Learning Disabled Woman was tortured in Dearborn. Michigan Government covering it up.